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Abstract 

In  this  paper,  finitely b-additive spaces and b discrete spaces are introduced. Separation  

Axioms  and  Countability  Axioms , Urysohn’s  lemma, Urysohn’s  Metrization  Theorem 

and  Tietze  Extension  Theorem  are  generalized  via  b-open sets and studied in finitely b-

additive spaces. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1.Introduction and Preliminaries 

Andrijevic [1]  introduced  a  new  class  of  b-open  sets  in  a topological  space  in  1996.  

In  this  paper  Separation  Axioms  and  Countability  Axioms , Urysohn’s  lemma, 

Urysohn’s  Metrization  Theorem and  Tietze  Extension  Theorem  are  generalized  via  b-

open sets and studied in finitely b-additive spaces. 

 Throughout this paper X and Y represent topological spaces on which no separation axioms 

are assumed unless otherwise mentioned. For a subset A of a space X, cl(A) and int(A) 

denote the closure of A and the interior of A respectively. 

Definition 1.1 [1]Let (X,) be a topological space and A be a subset of X. Then A is said to 

be  b-open if A  cl(int(A))int(cl(A)).The complements of b-open sets are called b-closed 
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sets.The class of all b-open sets and b-closed sets in X will be denoted by BO(X,) and  

BC(X,) respectively. 

Note1.2:.Every open set is b-open 2.Arbitrary union of b-open sets is b-open.3 Intersection 

of b-open sets need not be b-open. 4)BO(X) is not a topology in X, since finite intersection of 

b-open sets is not b-open  

Definition 1.3[4]:A subset A of a topological space (X,) is said to be b-compact if every 

cover of A by sets which are b-open in X has a finite sub cover. 

Theorem 1.4: b-closed subset of b-compact space is b-compact. But converse is not true. 

Proof:Let X be b-compact and  A be closed set in X. Then X-A is  b-open.Let A = {U} be 

a b-open cover for  A. Then {{U}  (X-A)} is a  b open cover for X.  since X is  b-compact  

there exist 1, 2, ….. n such that )(....
321

AXUUUUX
n

    

   
n

UUUUA   ....
321

   A is b-compact. 

Definition 1.5:A collection C of  subsets  of  X  is  said  have  finite  intersection  property, 

if for every finite sub collection },....,,{ 21 nCCC of C, the intersection   nCCC ....21 . 

Theorem 1.6:Let X be a topological space. Then X is b-compact  every collection  C  of  

b-closed sets in X having the finite intersection property the intersection c CC of all the 

elements of C is non empty. 

Note 1.7:Let C1 C2 C3.... Cn  Cn+1 ….be a nested sequence of b-closed sets in a b-

compact space X. If each Cn is nonempty then C = {Cn} has finite intersection property.   

Hence Cn    by above theorem.  

Definition1.8: Let X and Y be topological spaces. A function f : (X,)  (Y,) is said to be: 

1)b-continuous if f
-1

(A) is b-open in X. whenever A is open in Y. 

2)b-irresolute if f
-1

 (A) is b-open whenever A is b-open in y. 

3)strongly b-continuous if f
-1

(A) is open whenever A is b-open in y. 
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4)b-open (respectively b-closed). If A is open (respectively closed) in X  f(A) is b-open 

(respectively closed) in Y. 

5)resolute if A is b-open in X  f(A) is b-open in Y. 

2.Finitely b-additive spaces  

Definition2.1:(X,) is said to be 1)finitely b-additive if  finite union of b-closed sets is b-

closed 2)Countably b-additive if countable union of b-closed sets is b-closed 3)b-additive 

space if arbitrary union of b-closed sets is b-closed.  

Note 2.2:(X,) is b-additive  countable b-additive   finitely b-additive 

Note 2.4:In general BO(X) is not a topology. If (X,) is finitely b-additive then BO(X) is a 

topology. 

Definition2.5:(X,)  is said to be b-discrete, if all subsets are b-open and  b-closed. 

Note2.6:Discrete spaces and indiscrete spaces are b-discrete. Converse need not be true. 

Example2.7:In an indiscrete topological space (X,) is b-discrete but not discrete.An infinite 

set with finite complement topology is not b-discrete. 

Definition2.8:A map f :(X,)  (Y,) is said to be a b-homeomorphism if 1) f is 1-1, onto 

2). f is b-irresolute and b-resolute.  

Definition2.9:A property of a topological space is said to be b-topological property. If it is 

preserved under b-homeomorphism. 

Definition2.10:Let A be a subset of a topological space (X,)  1)bint(A) is defined as the 

union of all b-open sets contained in A.2) bcl(A) is defined to be the intersection of all b-

closed sets containing A. 

Remark 2.11  1)bint(A) is a b-open 2) bcl(A) is a b-closed set 3)A is b-open    A = 

bint(A)4)A is b-closed A = bcl(A)5)x bcl(A) iff every b-open set U containing x 

intersectA  
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Definition 2.12Let (X,) be a topological space. Every b-open set containing x is called a b-

neighbourhood of x. 

Definition2.13If A is a subset of a topological space X and if x is a point of X, we say that x 

is a b-limit point of A if every b-neighbourhood of x intersects A in some point other than x.  

Remark2.14: Let A be a subset of a topological space X and  A' be the set of all b-limit  

points of A. Then bcl(A) = A  A'. 

Definition 2.15 Let (X,) be a topological space. A collection. A = {G /   } of b-open 

sets in X is said to be a b-open cover for X if X G


  .A space (X,) is said to be b-

compact if every b-open cover of X has a finite sub cover. 

b-Separation  axioms in b-finitely additive spaces: 

3. b-T1  axiom in finitely  b-additive space 

Definition 3.1:A topological space ),( X  is said to be b-T1 space  if every singleton set is     

b-closed. 

Theorem 3.2:  Let X be a space satisfying the b-T1 axiom. Let A be a subset of X. Then the 

point x is a b-limit point of A  if every neighbourhoods of x contains infinitely many points of 

A. The converse is true if ),( X  is finitely  b-additive. 

Proof:  If every b-neighbourhoods of x contains infinitely many points of A then it  contains 

a point of A other than x.    x is a b-limit point of A. Conversely, let  x  be  a limit point of 

A and (X, )  be b-T1, finitely b-additive space.To prove, every b-neighbourhood of x 

contains infinitely many points of A.If not, there exist a b-neighbourhood of U of x which 

contains  only  finitely many points of A.  Then U also intersects A-{x} in finitely  many 

points.Let U (A-{x}) = {x1, x2, …..,xm}. Since X is b-T1 space, {xi} is b-closed    i = 

1,2,...n.  Since X is finitely b-additive, {x1, x2, …,xm} is b-closed. X-{x1, x2, …,xm}  is a b-

open set. Then  U(X – {x1, x2, ,xn})  is a b-neighbourhood of X which does not intersect A 
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at a point other than  x which is a contradiction to the fact that x is a b-limit point of A.  

Every b-neighbourhood of x contains infinitely many points of A. 

Theorem 3.3:In a finitely b-additive b-T1 space X, if every infinite subset has a b-limit point 

then X is b-countably compact. 

Proof:Let every infinite subset have a b-limit point. To prove,X is b-countably compact.If 

not, there exists a countable b-open cover {Un} such that it has  no finite sub cover.Since U1 

 X, there exists x1  U1;  Since X  U1U2, there exists x2  U1U2. Proceeding like this 

there exists. xn  U1U2… Un for all n.A = {xn} is an infinite set and  if x  X then x  

Un  for some n. But xk  Un for all k  n.Un – {x1, x2, ….xn-1} is a b-open set. (since X is 

finitely b-additive and b-T1) containing x, which does not have a point of A other than 

x.Therefore x is not a b-limit point of A, which is a contradiction. 

4. b-T2 space axiom in finitely  b-additive space 

Definition 4.1A  topological  space X is called a b-Hausdorff  space  or b-T2  space   if  for  

each  pair  x1  ≠ x2  in X,  there  exists  b-neighbourhoods  U1 & U2   of  x1  & x2  respectively   

  U1U2   =  . 

Theorem 4.2:Every singleton set in a b- 2T  space X is b-closed. 

 

Proof:Let Xx 0 be arbitrary and x be a point different from 0x in X.By definition of 

 b- 2T space, there exists disjoint b-neighbourhoods U and  V of 0x  and x respectively.   Since 

V does not intersect  }{ 0x , }{ 0xbclx .bcl }{ 0x = }{ 0x
.
 }{ 0x  is b-closed.Every 

singleton set in X is b-closed. 

Theorem 4.3: If ),( X is a b-finitely additive b-T2 space then the topology BO(X) contains 

the cofinite topology. 

Proof: By theorem (4.2.), every singleton set is b-closed.  ),( X  is finitely 

  

b-additive,   finite union of b-closed sets is b-closed. Hence every finite set is b-closed. 

 

Theorem 4.4:Let ),( X  be b-additive, b-T2 space then all subsets are b-closed and b-open. 

In fact ),( X  is a b-discrete space. 
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Proof: Every singleton set is b-closed. Since, X is b-additive. Every subset of X is b-closed. 

Remark 4.5:By theorem (4.2.1),  every b-T2 space is b-T1 space but converse need not be 

true. 

Theorem 4.6:Let (X,) and (Y,)  be two topological spaces where X is finitely b-additive,  

and f and g be b-continuous functions from X to Y. If Y is  a T2 space then  

A = {x | f(x) = g(x)} is  b-closed in X. 

Proof:If xo  X – A , then f(xo)  ≠  g(xo).Since Y is a T2-space there exist open sets U and V 

 UV= f(xo)U & g(xo)V.Then   NVgUfxo   )()( 11   which is b-open in X. 

(SinceX is finitely b-additive). Hence N is a b-neighbourhood of xo contained in X – A which 

proves X - A is b-open.    A is b-closed. 

Theorem 4.7:Let (X,) and (Y,)   be two topological spaces, X be finitely  b-additive and f   

and  g be b-irresolute functions from X to Y. If Y is a b-T2 space then A = {x | f(x) = g(x)} is  

b-closed in X. 

 Proof: Let  xo  X – A.Then f(xo) ≠ g(xo).  Since  Y is b-T2, there exist disjoint b-open sets  

Uand V such that f(xo)  U,  g(xo)  V.  )()( 11 VgUfxo

    which is b-open (since X 

is finitely b-additive).Then )()( 11 VgUfN    is a b-neighbourhood of xo which is 

contained in X - A. X - A is b-open and hence A is b-closed. 

Theorem 4.8:Let (X,) and (Y,) be two topological spaces, X  be finitely b-additive  and f 

and g be strongly b-continuous from X to Y. If Y is b-T2  then A = {x | f(x) = g(x)} is closed 

in X Proof:  Proof is similar to the above theorem. 

Theorem 4.9:Every b-discrete space is b-T2. 2)Every discrete space is b-T2.3)Every 

indiscrete space is b-T2. 

Proof: In all these spaces all subsets are b-open. Therefore for x ≠ y in X, there exists disjoint  

b-open sets U = {x} and v = {y}. 
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Definition 4.10:Let (X,) be a topological space. A point x  X is said to be a b-isolated 

point, if {x} is b-open. 

 Theorem 4.11:Let X be a non empty b-compact, b-T2 space. If X has no b-isolated points 

then X is uncountable. 

Proof:Step1:  

Let U be non empty,  b-open in X and x  X. Since {x} is not b-isolated, U contains a point y  

other than x (whether x   or not). Since X is b-T2, there exist disjoint non empty b-open 

sets W1 and W2 containing x and y respectively.Then V = W2U is b-open set, non empty  

contained in U and x  bcl(V). 

Step 2:Let f : Z +  X be function and let xn = f(n). Apply step 1, to non-empty b-open set  

U = X. Then there exist a non empty b-open set V1 X  x1  bcl(V1). In general, given 

Vn-1 which is  b-open and non-empty, there exist non-empty b-open set Vn  Vn-1    xn 

bcl(Vn). Consider the nested sequence. bcl(V1)  bcl(V2)  …. of non-empty, b-closed sets 

of X.  Because X is b-compact, there exist a point x  bcl(Vn)  n and xnbcl(Vn)      xn  x 

for any n.   Therefore f is not onto.   X is uncountable. 

Definition 4.12:If A : X → X is a function  then define Fix(A) = {xX | Ax = x}. 

Theorem 4.13:Let (X,) be a finitely b-additive b-T2 space and f be an b-irresolute function 

of X   into itself. ThenA= Fix(f) is b-closed. 

Proof: Suppose X-A is empty then it is b-open. Let X-A ≠ , then there exists xoX-A.  

 f(xo) ≠ xo.Then there exists disjoint b-open sets U and V such that  xoU and f(xo)V.  

Then  )(1 Vfxo

  which is b-open.   )(1 VfU    is b-open set containing xo.  If x

)(1 VfU    thenxU and f(x) V  x ≠ f(x) which implies xA.   AXVfU   )(1 . 

 X-A is b-open. 
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Theorem 4.14:Let (X,) be a finitely b-additive, T2-space and f  be a b-continuous function 

of X onto itself. Then Fix(f) is b-closed. 

Proof:  Similar to the proof of theorem 4.2.12.  

Theorem 4.15:If  (X,) be a finitely  b-additive  b-T2 space,  Then a sequence of points of X 

converges to atmost  one point of X. 

Proof: Let xx b

n   and  yx b

n   where x and y are two distinct points in X. 

Since X is b-T2 space, there exist disjoint b-open sets U and V such that x  U and 

 y  V.  Since  xx b

n  , there exist N   xn  U   n  N.Then V can contain only finitely 

many points of the sequence{xn}.  xn does not b-converge to y. 

5. b-Regular and b-Normal axiom in finitely  b-additive space 

Definition5.1:Suppose that one point sets are b-closed in X then ),( X is said to be b-regular 

if for each pair consisting of a point x and a b-closed set B disjoint from x , there exists 

disjoint b-open sets containing x and B respectively. 

Definition 5.2: Suppose that one point sets are b-closed in X then ),( X is said to be  b-

normal if for each pair A, B of disjoint b-closed sets of X there exists disjoint b-open sets 

containing A and B respectively. 

Example 5.3:Any indiscrete topological space ),( X is both b- regular and b- normal. Since 

in this space all subsets are b-open. 

Theorem 5.4:(1) Every b-regular space is b-T2(2) Every b-normal space is  b-regular. 

Proof: (1) & (2) follows since }{x is b-closed for all .Xx     

Theorem 5.5:Let ),( X be a topological space and let one point sets in X be b-closed. Then 

1)X is b-regular  given a point x  of X and a b-neighbourhood U of x  there exists a b-

neighbourhood V of x such that bcl(V) .U   2)X  is  b-normal  given b-closed set A and a 

b-open set U containing A there is an b-open set V containing A such that bcl(V) .U  
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Proof for (1):Necessity:  Let X be b-regular. Let Xx and U be a b-neighbourhood of x .           Then 

UXB  is b-closed. By the definition of b-regular space  there exists disjoint b-open sets V and 

W such that Vx and WB  . V is a b-neighbourhood of x . Let .UXy  But .WUX 

Therefore W is a b-open set containing y and .VW ).(Vbcly             Hence bcl(V) .U  

.)( UVbclVx   

Sufficiency:  Let Xx and B be a b-closed set not containing x . Then BXU   is b-open 

set containing x . By the hypothesis there exists a b-neighbourhood V of x such that 

.)( BXVbclVx  On the other hand HVbclX  )( is b-open set containing B and 

.HV   By the hypothesis every singleton set }{x is b-closed.   ),( X is b-regular. 

Proof for (2):  Similar to the above when x is replaced by the set A 

Theorem 5.6: Every b-compact b-T2 ,finitely b-additive space is  b-normal. 

Proof:Let X  be a b-compact, b-T2 space.  Let A and B be two disjoint b-closed sets in X. 

then B is b-compact.For every ,Bx  there exists disjoint b-open sets xx VU ,  such that 

., xx VAUx 
   

}/{ BxU x  is a b-open cover for B.Since B is b-compact, it has a finite 

subcover such that )(........
21

sayUUUUB
nxxx  which is b open. Let  

 
ix

n

i
VV

1
 .is b-open (since X is finitely b-additive).  Then U and V are disjoint b-open sets 

containing B and A respectively.  Since (X,) is b-T2, every singleton set is b-closed. 

),( X is b-normal. 

Theorem5.7:In a b-regular space every pair of points have disjoint b-neighbourhoods whose 

b-closures are disjoint. 

Proof:Let x and y be two distinct points in X.  Then }{y is b-closed.By definition, there 

exists disjoint b-open sets U and V containing x and y respectively.  By theorem (5.5), there 

exists a b-neighbourhood U of x  such that .)( UUbclUx  Similarly there exists b-
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neighbourhood V  of y  such that .)( VVbclVy  VU  & are b-neighbourhoods of 

x  and y whose b-closures are disjoint. 

Corrolary 5.8: Let (X,) be b-regular space. If x and y are two distinct points in X there 

exists disjoint b-closed sets W1 & W2 containing  b-neighbourhoods of  x and y respectively.  

Proof:In the proof of the previous theorem put W1 = bcl(U
1
) and W2 = bcl(V

1
). 

Then W1 and W2 are b-closed sets. 

Theorem 5.9: Let ),( X be a b-normal space then every pair of disjoint b-closed sets have b-

neighbourhoods whose b-closures are disjoint. 

Proof: Let A and B be disjoint b-closed sets in X. By definition, there exists disjoint b-open 

sets U and V such that ., VBUA   by theorem (2) of (5.5) there exists b-open set 1W such 

that .)( 11 UWbclWA   Similarly, there exists b-open set 2W such that 

.)( 22 VWbclWB  21,WW are the required b-neighbourhoods. 

Theorem(Generalization of extreme value theorem) 5.10 Let YXf : be b-continuous 

where Y is an ordered set in the ordered topology. If X is b-compact then there exists c and d 

in X such that )()()( dfxfcf    for every .Xx  

Proof: b-continuous image of  a b-compact space compact. )(XfA  is compact.  Suppose 

A has no largest element then }/),{( Aaa   forms an open cover for A . 

It has finite subcover. ).,......(..........),(),( 21 naaaA 
 
Let

},.....,.........,max{ 21 naaaa  then ),( aA  which is a contradiction to Aa                                                                        

 A  has a largest element M.Similarly it has a smallest element m. 

  Therefore there exists c and d in X such that Mdfmcf  )(,)( and )()()( dfxfcf 

for all .Xx  
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Theorem(Generalization of extreme value theorem) 5.11 Let YXf : be b-irresolute 

where Y is an ordered set in the ordered topology. If X is b-compact then there exists c and d 

in X such that )()()( dfxfcf    for every .Xx  

Proof :similar to the above proof  

6. b-countability axioms in finitely b-additive spaces 

Definition 6.1:A collection  B of b-open sets is said to be a b-basis for X. If for every b-open 

set U and xU there exists BB such that xBU. 

Theorem 6.2:In (X,) every b-open set U is union of b-basic open sets. 

Proof:For every xU, there exists BxB  such that xBxU and so  U = 
x

Ux
BU


.  

Definition 6.3:A space (X,) is said to have  a b-countable basis at x, if there exists  a 

countable collection B of b-neighbourhoods of x such that each b-neighbourhood of x 

contains atleast one element of  B.  A space which has a b-countable basis at every point x is 

said to be b-first countable.   

Example 6.4: In the indiscrete  topological space (X,) for  every point x, B = {x} is a b-

basis at x consisting of only one element.  (X,) is b-first countable. 

Theorem 6.5:Let (X,) be topological space and A be a subset of X. If there exists a 

sequence of {xn} of points of A such that xx b

n   then xbcl(A). The converse holds if X 

is b-first countable and finitely b-additive. 

Proof:Let U be a b-open set containing x. Since xx b

n   there exists N such that xnU for 

all nN. Therefore xbcl(A).Conversely, let xbcl(A) and (X,) be b-first countable. Let 

{Un}nZ+  be a b-countable basis at x. For every xZ+,   

let Bn = U1U2…….Un Since X is finitely b-additive,each Bn  is a b-open set containing 

x.Since xbcl(A), BnA ≠  for each nZ+, choose xnBnA. 
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Let U be a b-open set containing x. Then U contains 
onB for some no. which implies U 

contains Bn  for all nNo. xnU for all nNo  and this proves  xx b

n  .   

Theorem 6.6:Let f : XY be b-irresolute function. Then xx b

n  )()( xfxf b

n 

.The converse holds if X is b-first countable and finitely b-additive. 

Proof:Let  V  be  a b-open set containing f(x). Then  )(1 Vf  is b-open in X such that 

)(1 Vfx  . Since xx b

n   there exists N such that )(1 Vfx    nN. 

 f(xn)V for all nN.  This implies  )()( xfxf b

n  . 

To prove the converse, first we prove that for every subset A of X. f(bcl(A))bcl(f(A)). 

If xbcl(A) then there exists xnA such that xx b

n  . By the hypothesis 

)()( xfxf b

n  .  f(x) bcl(A). Now let V be b-closed in X and U = )(1 Vf   

Now let us prove that bcl(U)=U.  f(U) = ))(( 1 Vff  V 

 xbcl(U)  f(x)f(bcl(U)) bcl(f(U))bcl(V)=V. x )(1 Vf   =U  bcl(U) U. 

  Hence bcl(U) = U.   U is b-closed. 

Definition 6.7:If  a space X has b-countable basis for its topology then X is said to satisfy b-

second axiom of countability or said to be b-second countable.    

Theorem 6.8:A b-second countable space  is b-first countable. 

Proof:Let (X,) be a b-second countable and B be a b-countable basis for the topology . 

Let  xX and Bx = {BB | xB}.  If U is b-open and xU then there exists BB such that 

xBU and so BBx.Therefore Bx is a countable b-basis at x.  (X,) is b-first countable. 

Example 6.9:Let (X,) be uncountable indiscrete topological spaces. Then all subsets are b-

open. Hence (X,) is b-first countable. Suppose that B = {Bn} is a b-countable basis for X. 

For xX, since U={x}is b-open, there exists Bn such that xBn{x}. Then  Bn = {x}.    
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{{x}| xX}B. Therefore B cannot be countable. (X,) is b-first countable but not b-

second countable. 

Definition 6.10:A subset A of a topological space (X,) is said to be b-dense in X if 

bcl(A)=X. 

Example 6.11: Let (X,) be an infinite cofinite topological space . Let A be a subset of X. 

Then bcl(A) = X  if A
c
 is finite. 

                     = A  if A
c
 is infinite. 

Hence every subset whose complement is finite in (X,) is b-dense in X and subsets  whose 

complements are infinite  are not b-dense in X. 

Definition 6.12: A topological space (X,) is said to be b-separable if it has a countable b-

dense subset. 

Example 6.13: Any countably infinite set with cofinite topology is b-separable. 

Example 6.14:Any uncountable indiscrete space is not b-separable since every subset is b-

closed. 

7. b-lindelof Spaces 

Definition7.1:A topological space (X,) is said to be b-lindelof if every b-open cover has a 

countable sub cover. 

Example 7.2:1)Any countable space is lindelof.2)An indiscrete space X is b-lindelof  if  X is 

countable. 

Theorem 7.3:Every b-second countable space is b-lindelof. 

Proof:Let (X,) be b-second countable and let B={Bn} be a countable b-basis for X. 

Let A be a b-open cover for X. Given a point xX, there exists BnB such that x ABn  . 

So every Bn is contained in an element of A.For every nZ+, choose an element AnA 
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containing Bn.Let  A
1 

= {An} then A
1
 is obviously a countable subcovering for X.  X is b-

lindelof. 

Theorem 7.4: Every b-second countable is b-separable. 

Proof: Let (X,) be b-second countable and B = {Bn} be a countable b-basis for X. From  

each non-empty b-basic open set Bn, choose a point xn.  Let D = {xn} 

To prove bcl(D) = X.  Let xX and U be a b-open set containing x.Then there exists BnB 

such that xBnU. Then xnUD and this proves bcl(D)=X. X is b-separable. 

Remark 7.5: Obviously,  every b-compact space is b-lindelof but not conversely.  

Example 7.6:A countably infinite indiscrete space is b-lindelof but not b-compact, since 

{{x},xX} is an b-open cover which has no finite sub cover. 

Theorem7.7:Every b-second countable,finitelyb-additive and b-regular space  

is b-normal. 

Proof: Let (X,) be b-regular finitelyb-additive space with a b-countable basis B. 

Let A and B be disjoint b-closed sets in X. Every point xA has b-neighbourhood U not 

intersecting B.By the theorem (5.5) there exists a b-neighbourhood V of x such that 

xVbcl(V)U.Now, there exists BB such that xBV. By choosing such a basis element 

for each   xA, we get a countable covering of A by b-open sets whose b-closures do not 

intersect B. This covering of A is countable and denote it by {Un}. 

Similarly choose a countable collection {Vn} of b-open sets such that bcl(Vn) does not 

intersect A.Define 1

nU  = Un- )(
1

i

n

i
VbclU


 and  1

nV  = Vn- )(
1

i

n

i
VbclU


.  Then bcl(Vi) is  

b-closed. Since X is finitely b-additive  )(
1

i

n

i
VbclU


 is b-closed and 1

nU  is b-open since it is the 

intersection of two b-open sets. Hence 1

nU  and 1

nV  are b-open.If xA then xUn for some n 

and  xVi for any i.  x 1

nU .  A 
1

1
n

n
U




 = 1U (say).Similarly B

1

1
n

n
V




 = 1V (say) and 1U
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and 1V  are b-open.If x 1U  1V  then 11

kjandVUx   for some j & k. Without loss of 

generality let jk. Then from the definition of 
1

jU ,  x
jU . But from the definition of 

1

kV , x

jU which is a contradiction.  1U  1V  =  

 Since (X,) is b-regular every singleton set is b-closed.  X is b-normal. 

Theorem 7.8:If (X,) be metrizable then (X,) is b-normal. 

Proof: Let (X,) be metrizable with metric d. Let A & B be two disjoint b-closed sets in X. 

For each aA, choose a  such that B(a, a )B = . Similarly for each bB, choose  b  

such that B(b, b ) A = .Let U = )2/,( a
Aa

aB 

 , V = )2/,( b

Bb
bB 


 where  U and V are 

open sets in X and hence b-open.If zUV then z )2/,()2/,( ba bBaB    for some aA, 

bB. d(a,b)d(a,z)+d(z,b)< 
2

ba  
.Without loss of  generality let ba   .Then d(a,b)< 

a  and aB(b, b ) which is a contradiction. UV = . 

 Since X is metrizable, every singleton set is closed and hence b-closed. Hence X is b-normal. 

Theorem 7.9:Every b-regular, finitely b-additive and b-lindelof space is b-normal. 

Proof: Let (X,) be b-regular and b-lindelof and A , B be two disjoint b-closed sets inX. 

Every point xA has a b-neighbourhood Ux which is disjoint from B.Similarly every point 

yB has a b-neighbourhood Vy which is disjoint from A.By theorem (5.8), there exist a b-

neighbourhood  1

xU  such that xxx UUbclUx  )( 11 .Similarly, there exists a b-

neighbourhood 
1

yV such that yyy VVbclVy  )( 11
.Then A = }|{ 1 AxU x   is a b-open cover 

for A  and B = }|{ 1 BxVx   is a b-open cover for B. )}(}{{ 1 AXU Axx   is a b-open cover 

for XSince X is b-lindelof there exists a countable sub cover for X.  

Hence there exists countable collection 
znnU }{ 1  of b-open sets covering A, where 

 BUbcl n )( 1 .Similarly there exists a countable collection 
znnV }{ 1  of b-open sets 
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covering B, where  AVbcl n )( 1 .Define )( 1

1
1

11 VbclUW
n

i
nn


  and  )( 1

1
1

111 UbclVW
n

i
nn


  

where 1

nW  and 11

nW  are  b-open. {since X is finitely b-additive}.  

Let 1W  = 1

nU   and 111

nVW  .  Then 1W   and 11W  are disjoint b-open sets containing A 

and B  respectively. Therefore X is b-normal.
 

8. Generalization of Urysohn’s Lemma and Tietze Extension Theorem in  b-finitely 

additive space 

Urysohn’s Lemma8.1 [3]: Let X be a normal space. Let A and B be disjoint closed subsets 

of X. Let [a,b] be a closed interval in R. Then there exists a continuous map ]1,0[: Xf

such that axf )(  for all Ax and bxf )(  for all .Bx  

Urysohn’s Metrization Theorem 8.2[3]:Every regular space X with a countable basis is 

metrizable. 

Tietze Extension Theorem 8.3[3]: Let X be a normal space and  let A be a closed subspace 

of X.a)Any continuous map of A into closed interval [a, b] of R may be extended to a 

continuous map of all of X into [a, b]. b)Any continuous map of A into R may be extended to 

a continuous map of all of X into R. 

Note8.4: Let ),( X be a b-finitely additive space and b = {b-open sets}. Then b  is a topology in 

X and ),( bX   is a topological space.
  

}{x is b -closed }{x is b-closed in the topology .   

A is b -closed( 0 -open) A is b-closed(b-open) in the topology .  

f is b -continuous real valued function f is b-irresolute real valued function in the 

topology .  

),( bX   is a normal space    ),( X is  b- normal, 

),( bX   is regular  ),( X  is b-regular and  

),( bX   has a countable basis ),( X is b-second countable 
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Theorem 8.5: (Generalization of Urysohn’s Lemma): Let ),( X be finitely b-additive ,b- 

normal space. Then given Xx 0 and a b-closed set A not containing ,0x there exists a b-

irresolute  function ]1,0[: Xf such that .0)(,1)( 0  Afxf  

Proof: Since ),( X is a finitely b-additive, ),( bX   is a topological space. 

 }{x is b -closed }{x is b-closed in the topology .   

A  is b -closed( 0 -open)  A is b-closed(b-open) in the topology .  

f is b -continuous real valued function  f is b-irresolute  real valued function in the 

topology .  Hence by the hypothesis given, ),( bX   is a normal space and A is b closed set 

not containing 0x . Therefore by theorem 8.1 there exists a 0 -continuous function 

]1,0[: Xf such that .0)(,1)( 0  Afxf Therefore f  is a b-irresolute  function in the 

topology  satisfying the required condition. 

Definition 8.6:A space ),( X is said to be b-completely regular if singleton sets are b-closed 

in X and for each point  Xx 0 and each b-closed set  A   not containing 0x , there exists a b-

irresolute  function ]1,0[: Xf such that 1)( 0 xf and .0)( Af  

Remark 8.7:Every b-normal space is b-completely regular by Generalization of Urysohn’s 

Lemma 

Theorem 8.8:Every b-completely regular space is b-regular. 

Proof:Let ),( X be b-completely regular. Then { x } is b-closed for all Xx  . Let 

Xx 0 and A be a b-closed set not containing .0x Then there exists a b-irresolute  function 

]1,0[: Xf such that 1)( 0 xf and .0)( Af  ]1,21(),21,0[ are open sets in [0,1] and 

hence b-open sets. Therefore )21,0[1 fB and ]1,21(1 fC are disjoint b-open sets 

containing A and }{ 0x respectively. Therefore ),( X is b-regular. 
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Example 8.9:Any infinite indiscrete topological space is b- normal, and hence it is b-

completely regular  

Theorem 8.10: (Generalization of Urysohn’s Metrization theorem): Let ),( X be b-

finitely additive space which is b-regular and b-second countable. Then for every b-open set 

U and ,Ux  there exists a metric d on X such that .),( UxBx d    

Proof: Since ),( X is a b-finitely additive space , by Note8.4 ),( bX  is a regular topological 

space with a countable basis. Therefore by Urysohn’s metrization theorem, ),( bX  is 

metrizable. Therefore there exists a metric d which induces the topology 0  on X such that for 

every 0 -open set U and ,Ux  there exists }),(/{),(  yxdXyxBd  such that 

.),( UxBx d   Therefore for every b-open set U and ,Ux  there exists a metric d on X 

such that .),( UxBx d    

Theorem8.11: (Generalization of Tietze Extension theorem):Let X be b-finitely additive 

space  which is b-normal and A be a b-closed subset of X. Then a)Any b-irresolute map of A 

into closed interval [a, b] of R may be extended to a b- irresolute of all of X into [a, b].  

b)Any b-irresolute map of A into R may be extended to a b- irresolute map of all of X into R. 

Proof: Since ),( X is a b-finitely additive space , by Remark 4.3 ),( bX  is a normal topological 

space and A is  a 0  closed subset of X. f is 0 -continuous real valued function f is b-irresolute 

real valued function in the topology . The proof follows from Tietze Extension theorem8.3 
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